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Using this manual, a technician should be able to 
disassemble, troubleshoot, replace defective parts, 
reassemble and calibrate the LT 200 & 300 lasers 
within the specified flat rate time schedule listed in 
the manual. 
 
In case of difficulty, please contact the factory 
service center for technical assistance.  You may send 
an email to: tech.support@agl-lasers.com at any time 
or call 800-643-9696 between 8 a.m. Eastern and 5 
p.m. Pacific for assistance. 



MR50 detector
Includes quick release clamp that
quickly attaches to any grade rod.
• Front and back “Hi-Level-Lo” 
displays get you “on grade” 
wherever the laser is positioned. 
• Audible tones tell you beam location
without watching the display. 
• Selectable accuracy of 1/16” (2mm) for fine work or 1/8” (4mm)
for standard applications.

Laser packages

Contact us about our full line

of construction accessories!

MR80S detector
laser remote control (for LT300 only)

Designed for use outdoor or indoor use, the MR80S can quickly be
attached to any grade rod using its rod bracket, or can be suspended
from a metal surface with its magnetic mount.

• Front and back “Hi-Level-Lo” displays get you 
“on grade” wherever the laser is positioned.
• Audible tones tell you beam location without 
watching the display. 
• Selectable accuracy of 1/16” (2mm) for fine work
or 1/8” (4mm) for standard applications.
• Remote pick-up range up to 100’ (30m).

AGATEC LT200 GC package 
• LT200 laser level
• Rechargeable battery and charger
• MR50 detector with rod clamp 

AGATEC LT300 GC package 
• LT300 layout laser
• Rechargeable battery and charger
• MR80S detector/laser remote control

with rod clamp 

AGATEC LT300 interior package 
• LT300 layout laser
• Rechargeable battery and charger
• TL25S remote control 
• SM200 wall mount
• Target & laser enhancing glasses

Save money when purchasing the
Kombo tripod/rod kit with the laser.

accessories

Completely

Waterproof!

Rugged, Waterproof 
Self-Leveling Lasers

Innovative

Heavy duty

Reliable

Multipurpose

Easy to use
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MR360R Machine mounted receiver for grade control
• The MR360R offers accurate grade information for all visual machine control applications. 

Large 360° detection windows pick up any rotating laser, from any angle.

•  Five LED indicators show the position of a bucket or blade in relation to the 
laser beam. 

•  The memory function stores the last signal received. Arrows indicate if the 
beam is high or low, allowing you to quickly reach the reference plane.

• Vertical indicator monitors angle of the stick, signaling if it’s plumb or under or 
overextended. Receiver has plumb LED indicator; remote display has direction 
arrows for straightening stick. Saves money by reducing over- or under-cuts.

• Built-in shock mounts minimize machine vibrations, ensuring consistent readings.

•  Other features: selectable accuracy, rechargeable battery, waterproof construction.All lights are red and easy to
view, even in bright sunlight.

MR360R has heavy-duty clamps.

MR360RA has large magnets
for quick mount 

and easy movement from
machine to machine.

MD360R In Cab Display
•  View receiver's 5 channels, plus 

vertical indicator arrows, in cab.
•  Clear panel mounts to cab 

windshield, plugs into cigarette 
lighter. Uses wireless RF signal.

Site prep       Excavation

Remodeling Foundations

AGATEC Construction Lasers - Div. of AGL

2202 Redmond Rd.- Jacksonville, AR 72076

Phone: 800.643.9696 - Fax: 501.982.0880

sales@agl-lasers.com - www.agatec.com

Kombo Tripod
Combines aluminum
tripod and quick-attach
grade rod in one easy-
to-carry package.
Includes a sturdy 
carrying bag.



Easy to use
Completely 
self-leveling

Reliable
H.I. Alert shuts off 
beam if laser is 
disturbed

Rugged
Totally 
waterproof

Innovative
Full-featured all-weather 
laser, yet cost-effectiveMultipurpose

Ideal for both exterior 
and interior applications 
(has visible beam indoors)

LT200 Specifications

Recommended use 1,000 ft. (300 m) diameter

Accuracy ± 1/8" at 100 ft.(± 3mm at 30m)

Leveling Automatic horizontal  

Self-Leveling range ±  8%

10% Manual grade Both X and Y axes. Also, semi-automatic 

mode with X in manual, Y in automatic

Rotation speeds 0 - 90 - 600 rpm

H.I. Alert Laser shut-off; user chooses mode as desired

Housing Metal

Environmental Submersible. Works when you do (IP67)

Battery life 40 hours with NiCd rechargeable battery

Size 5" x 4.5" x 8.5" w/out handle; 7.75 lbs.

(12.5 x 11.5 x 22cm; 3.5 kg)

Laser beam 635nm, visible, <5mW

IEC/CDRH: Class 3R

LT300 Specifications

Recommended use 1,000 ft. (300 m) diameter

Accuracy ± 1/8" at 100 ft.(± 3mm at 30m)

Leveling Automatic horizontal and vertical 

Self-Leveling range ±  8%

10% Manual grade Both X & Y axes

Scanning lengths From 2 to 35° 

Rotation speeds 0-90-150-300-450-600 rpm

H.I. Alert Laser shut-off
User chooses mode as desired

Housing Metal

Environmental Submersible. Works when you do (IP67)

Battery life 40 hours with NiCd rechargeable battery

Size 5" x 4.5" x 8.5" w/out handle; 7.75 lbs.
(12.5 x 11.5 x 22cm; 3.5 kg)

Laser beam 635nm, visible, <5mW
IEC/CDRH: Class 3R
Split for leveling, plumb/squaring

Automatic horizontal self-leveling laser Automatic horizontal and vertical self-leveling laser 

Machine Control

Alignment and Layout

Interiors

Site Work and
Leveling

Designed to be rugged and 
reliable in tough job site 

conditions, these lasers have
waterproof construction, 

a durable metal 
housing, and enclosed 

rotating head.



 

 

                            SERVICE BULLETIN 
 

                                                           April 9, 2007 
 
TO:  ALL AGATEC SERVICE CENTERS 
SUBJECT:  LT200 / LT300 Operator’s Manuals – INFORMATION ONLY 
 
This memo is not only re: the owner’s manuals, but also to make you aware of a spec correction. 
 
LT300 brochure spec correction: 
 
The brochure for the LT200 and LT300 printed Oct., 2006 has incorrect information in the LT300 
specifications chart. 
 
The specs state that the LT300 has manual grade (or slope match) in both X & Y axes. This is 
correct. 
It also states that in semi-automatic mode, X is manual and Y is automatic. This is incorrect - the 
axes are wrong. 
 
In the semi-automatic mode on the LT300, Y is manual and X is automatic. 
 
The LT200 and LT300 are NOT the same. The LT200 has the opposite axis as self-leveling. 
 
 
LT200 and LT300 new owner’s manuals 
 
The attached manuals show the new receivers and have a number of other corrections. They 
replace the manuals from July 2005.  
 
If any of your customers have trouble calibrating these lasers (including older units), be sure that 
they have the latest instructions dated 3/2007. 
 
 
LT300 without semi-automatic slope match 
 
Not to complicate matters, but…..as of about a month ago, there still were new LT300 units at 
AGL which do not have the semi-automatic mode. They are black and silver. The latest models in 
dark blue and silver have the semi-automatic mode. I ran off a small supply of different owner’s 
manuals for the units without that function. 
 
 

 
Damien Horn 
Service & Marketing Operations Manager 
800-643-9696 X266 



LT200 Laser Level
Owner's Manual

Division of AGL Corporation
2202 Redmond Rd., Jacksonville, AR 72076

Toll Free: 800.643.9696
Phone: 501.982.4433 . Fax: 501.982.0880  

sales@agl-lasers.com
www.agatec.com

 
Part of a global group with design and manufacturing facilities

on three continents, and sales and service worldwide.
 

AM1031 Printed in USA 3/2007
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Thank you for buying the LT200! Although it is simple to use, we 
recommend that you read this manual before operating the laser.

Description

The LT200 is ideal for general construction, site preparation, and other 
leveling applications. It automatically self-levels in horizontal and can 
be used for manual grade as well.

Specifications

Recommended use  1,000 ft. (300 m) diameter
Accuracy  ± 1/8" @ 100 ft. (± 3 mm @ 30 m)
Self Leveling Range ± 8%
Rotation Speeds 0 - 90 - 600 rpm
Manual Grade     5° on both X & Y axis; also, semi-automatic mode with 
 X in manual, Y in automatic
Laser Battery  NiCad rechargeable 
Charging time 15 hours
Battery Life 40 hours
Dimensions 5” x 4 3/4” x 8 1/2”
 12.5 x 11.5 x 21.9 cm
Weight 7 lbs. (3.5 kg)
Environmental IP67
Laser Diode  635 nm, visible, <5mW
 IEC/CDRH: Class 3R

Caution/Certification Label
Class 3R Laser Product
Wave length 630-680 nm
Max. Output Power 5mW
Laser Light: Avoid direct eye exposure
Conforms to IEC 60825-1; 2001
Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 except for deviations
Pursuant to Laser Notice No. 50
Dated July 26, 2001

2

WARRANTY

The manufacturer warrants its measuring instruments against 
all manufacturing defects for a period of one year from date of 
purchase. If during the warranty period, the product is considered 
as defective by the manufacturer, the latter will decide whether 
to repair or exchange the product. The only obligation and sole 
recourse of the buyer will be limited to this repair or exchange. 
The manufacturer, the distributor, or the retailer will in no case be 
responsible for any incident or consequence, damage, etc. relative 
to the use of those instruments.

LIMITS AND EXCLUSIONS: The warranty will not apply to any 
damage resulting from negligence, accident, misuse, repair, or 
storage, or in case of abnormal use.
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4. Laser keypad

2. Charger jack

3. On/Off

1. H.I. Alert 2. Rotation speed 

adjustment

5. Beam up in 
    calibration mode 

6. Beam down in 
calibration mode

7. Auto/Man key

3. LED H.I. Alert /
 Y axis calibration

4. LED for manual mode /
X axis calibration

Caution/Certification Label
(see previous page)

Avoid exposure.
Laser light is emitted
from this aperture.

Safety Label

1. Rotating laser beam 
(head enclosed in glass lighthouse)

Laser Overview

 

 

Keypad Overview
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How To Use The LT200

Setup  

Horizontal
The laser can be used on a 5/8-11 tripod, on a wall mount, or directly on a 
solid, stable surface. 

The LT200 has a wide self-leveling range; however, if the laser is set up out 
of the leveling range, laser beam will continue to blink and rotation will not 
start.

Turning On the Laser

Turn on the laser with the On / Off key (3). It does a self-test and the beam 
blinks while the laser is self-leveling. After it’s levelled, the head rotates.

H.I. Alert 

H.I. (height of instrument) Alert stops the laser automatically if the laser is 
disturbed or moved, preventing inaccurate readings.

It will function only when selected. To activate this safeguard feature, press 
the H.I. Alert key (1).  The LED indicator (3) will blink rapidly while the 
laser is self-leveling                                                                 

About 30 seconds after the head starts to rotate, the LED will blink slowly, 
indicating the H.I. Alert is activated.

If the laser is disturbed while in H.I. Alert mode, the head will stop rotating, the 
beam will turn off, and the LED will stay on.

To start the laser rotating again, press On/Off twice.
Check to see if the beam elevation has changed from its original benchmark 
position. 

The laser is no longer in H.I. Alert mode. Press key (1) to return to H.I. Alert.

It is important to check while you're using the laser that it has not
been moved and that your setting is still accurate.
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Rotation

Rotation Speed 
The head rotates at 3 speeds: 0, 90 and  600  rpm.  

To switch from  0 to 90 and 600 rpm, press on key (2).
The laser beam is more visible at slower rotation speeds. The faster speed 
(600 rpm) is required for many machine control receiver applications.

Match Slope

The laser can be used to match manual slope on both X and Y axes. Two 
modes are available: complete manual mode and semi-automatic mode.

Manual Mode
Press the Auto/Man key. The X LED will blink, indicating you’re in manual 
mode and can match slope in the X axis. Press ∧ or ∨ on the keypad to 
match a positive or negative slope.

To switch to the Y axis, press the H.I. key. Both LEDs will blink, indicating 
you’re in manual mode and can match slope in the Y axis. Press ∧ or ∨ on 
the keypad to match a positive or negative slope.

Semi-automatic mode
After turning the laser on and allowing it to self-level, hold the Auto/Man 
key for a few seconds until the X LED is lit continually. The laser is in 
automatic self-leveling mode in Y axis, and manual mode in X axis. Press ∧ 
or ∨ on the keypad to match a positive or negative slope in X; the Y axis will 
stay level.

Press twice on the Auto/Man key to return to the automatic mode.

Caution: In manual mode, the beam rotates even if the laser is not leveled.
The H.I. Alert function is not available when the unit is in manual mode.

Care and Handling

CAUTION
Use of control or calibration procedures other than those specified here in may result 
in hazardous radiation exposure.

1) The LT200 is a precision instrument that must be handled with   
care. Avoid shock and vibrations. 

2) After use, it’s recommended that you wipe the laser dry and store in a dry  
 place. Do not store the laser in its case if the laser or the case are wet.

3) Do not store the laser at temperatures below -4°F (-20°C) or above   
 176°F (80°C); the electronic components could be damaged.

4) To maintain the precision of your laser, check and adjust it regularly.

5) Keep the glass lighthouse of the laser clean with a soft cloth and glass 
 cleaner.

Warranty

Your LT200 laser is guaranteed to be free of manufacturing defects for a 
period of one year. Any abnormal usage, or if the instrument has been
subjected to shock, will void this warranty. Under no circumstances will the 
liability of the manufacturer exceed the cost of repairing or replacing the
instrument. 

Disassembling the laser by other than qualified technicians will void the 
warranty. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Batteries

Laser Battery
The LT200 has a NiCad rechargeable battery that should be charged for 15 
hours before first use.  

Charging the Battery

1)  Remove the charging connector cover on the side of the laser. Insert the 
 charger plug and fully engage the threads.

2) Plug the charger into an electrical outlet (110 volts or 220 volts,  
 depending on charger and country).

3)  Charge for 15 hours. When the charger is plugged in, a red light will 
 illuminate on the charger.

The LT200 can be charged while working. If electricity is available on the job 
site, simply plug in the charger and keep on working.

For optimum life of the battery, it is recommended to charge the battery 
after fully discharged. To assure battery life, do not charge over 20 hours. 

ALTHOUGH THE LT200 IS WATERPROOF, DO NOT CHARGE IT 
WHILE IT IS IN WATER OR SUBMERGED. 

Cone Error Checking 

1) Set up the laser about 60 cm away from a wall (a) or pole and 30 m 
 from another wall (b) or pole. 

2) Turn the laser on. After it has self-levelled, mark the location of the 
 beam on the near wall (a). Always mark the center of the beam. If it’s  
 too bright to see the beam, use a detector.

3) Rotate the laser 180°. Mark the location of the beam on the far wall (b).

4) Now set up the laser about 60 cm away from the far wall (b). Mark the 
 beam (b’) near the first mark (b).

5) Rotate the laser 180°. Mark the location of the beam on the other wall  
 (a’), near the first mark (a).

6) Compare the two sets of marks on the walls. If the difference between 
 aa’-bb’ exceeds 4 mm, contact your local service center.
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7) Select the Y axis by pressing the double arrow key (>>l) on the remote
 (or the HI key on the laser keypad). 

 Look for:
 Y LED blinking rapidly, indicating leveling. When the LED blinks  
 slowly, the laser is ready to verify Y axis calibration. 

8) Check Y calibration:
 a) With detector, mark center of the beam (-Y).
 b) Rotate laser 180° so +Y is facing wall.
 c) With detector, mark the center of the beam (+Y).
 d) At 30 m, the two marks should be no more than 4 mm apart. 
  If the marks are close enough, Y axis is within calibration; proceed 
  to Step 10.

9) If not, the laser must be calibrated to bring the beam to the center  
 of the two Y marks. Use the ∧ or ∨  ARROW keys on the remote or  
 laser keypad to move beam up or down to the center.

10) Final X to Y check: compare X to Y axes to be sure that your adjusted
 calibration is within specification of ± 2 mm. Turn the laser 90° each  
 time; the marks for X, Y, X, Y should not be more than 4 mm apart.

11) Press the key on the remote with the small dot to save the calibration 
 (or press the Auto/Man key on the laser)

If you are not sure of the calibration and do not wish to save it, do not press the 
small dot, and turn the laser off with the On/Off key. 

Checking and Adjusting the LT200 

THIS CHAPTER IS VERY IMPORTANT: Here are a few simple 
instructions to check your laser for calibration. Remember that the 
laser is a precision instrument and it is important that you keep it 
calibrated and in proper condition. The accuracy of your work is 
completely your responsibility and you should regularly check your 
instrument, especially prior to important jobs.

How to Check and Calibrate

The laser has 2 horizontal axes: X and Y .

Each axis must be checked for calibration.  If needed, the axis can be 
calibrated, carefully following the instructions.  You may also take the laser 
to a service center for calibration.

Check and calibrate in this order:

Check both sides of X axis.
• If X is within spec, proceed to check both sides of Y.
• If X needs calibration, calibrate X.

Check both sides of Y axis.
• If Y is within spec, proceed to final X to Y check
• If Y needs calibration, calibrate Y; proceed to X to Y check

Final X to Y check: compare +X, -Y, -X, +Y
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Calibration Overview

Calibration is electronic, using the optional detector/remote control or the 
small remote control (preferred method).

If you do not have a remote, the laser keypad may also be used. This 
method will take longer due to the laser making self-adjustments 
during movement. Be very careful not to jar or move the laser when 
pushing the laser keys, or your calibration will not be accurate.

Fast/Slow Blinking

When in calibration mode, the X or Y LED on the laser keypad should blink 
slowly.

When the laser is self-leveling or making an adjustment, the LED will blink
rapidly. Wait until the LED blinks slowly again before proceeding.

Moving the Beam to Calibrate

When pressing an arrow key to move the beam up or down to reach 
proper calibration, use short, rapid clicks. Do not hold the key down. 
After pressing the key, the LED will blink rapidly as the laser reacts. Wait 
until the LED returns to a slow blink to proceed.

If the +X or +Y axis is toward the wall with the marks, use the ∧ key to raise 
beam, and the ∨ key to lower beam. If the –X or -Y axis is toward the wall, 
it’s the opposite: use the ∨ key to raise the beam and the ∧ key to lower the 
beam.

Change from X to Y axis

Save calibration

Starts rotation
(in calibration mode)

If using a TL25 remote
control, keys with the same
symbols perform the same functions.

Use arrows to move
beam up or down

to reach proper
calibration.

Checking & Calibrating X & Y Axes

1) Place the laser on a flat surface or tripod 30 m away from a wall. If too  
 bright to see the beam, use a detector with a pole or grade rod. 
 Position so that -X is facing the wall (this is the side of the laser with the  
 On/Off key). 
 Use the sighting groove on top of the instrument for alignment.

2)  Hold ROTATION key. While holding, momentarily press the ON key. 
 
 Look for:
 Y LED flashes, then X LED flashes. Release rotation key. 

 X LED will blink rapidly, indicating leveling. When the LED blinks   
 slowly, the laser is ready to verify X axis calibration. 

3)  To rotate laser beam: Press SCAN key on the remote (or press the  
 rotation key on the laser keypad).

4)  Check X calibration:
 a) With detector, mark center of the beam (-X).
 b) Rotate laser 180° so +X is facing wall or pole.
 c) With detector, mark center of the beam (+X).
 d) At 30 m, the two marks should be no more than 4 mm apart. 
  If the marks are close enough, X axis is within calibration; proceed to 
  Step 6.

5) If not, the laser must be calibrated to bring the beam to the center of the  
 two X marks. Use the ∧ or ∨ ARROW keys on the remote (preferred) or  
 laser keypad to move beam up or down to the center. 

 Note: With the arrow keys, make small inputs: one click, two clicks, three   
 clicks, etc. Do NOT hold key down.

6) After calibrating X, check Y. Rotate laser 90° degrees so that -Y is facing  
 the wall (this is the side of the laser with the keypad).
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7) Select the Y axis by pressing the double arrow key (>>l) on the remote
 (or the HI key on the laser keypad). 

 Look for:
 Y LED blinking rapidly, indicating leveling. When the LED blinks  
 slowly, the laser is ready to verify Y axis calibration. 

8) Check Y calibration:
 a) With detector, mark center of the beam (-Y).
 b) Rotate laser 180° so +Y is facing wall.
 c) With detector, mark the center of the beam (+Y).
 d) At 30 m, the two marks should be no more than 4 mm apart. 
  If the marks are close enough, Y axis is within calibration; proceed 
  to Step 10.

9) If not, the laser must be calibrated to bring the beam to the center  
 of the two Y marks. Use the ∧ or ∨  ARROW keys on the remote or  
 laser keypad to move beam up or down to the center.

10) Final X to Y check: compare X to Y axes to be sure that your adjusted
 calibration is within specification of ± 2 mm. Turn the laser 90° each  
 time; the marks for X, Y, X, Y should not be more than 4 mm apart.

11) Press the key on the remote with the small dot to save the calibration 
 (or press the Auto/Man key on the laser)

If you are not sure of the calibration and do not wish to save it, do not press the 
small dot, and turn the laser off with the On/Off key. 

Checking and Adjusting the LT200 

THIS CHAPTER IS VERY IMPORTANT: Here are a few simple 
instructions to check your laser for calibration. Remember that the 
laser is a precision instrument and it is important that you keep it 
calibrated and in proper condition. The accuracy of your work is 
completely your responsibility and you should regularly check your 
instrument, especially prior to important jobs.

How to Check and Calibrate

The laser has 2 horizontal axes: X and Y .

Each axis must be checked for calibration.  If needed, the axis can be 
calibrated, carefully following the instructions.  You may also take the laser 
to a service center for calibration.

Check and calibrate in this order:

Check both sides of X axis.
• If X is within spec, proceed to check both sides of Y.
• If X needs calibration, calibrate X.

Check both sides of Y axis.
• If Y is within spec, proceed to final X to Y check
• If Y needs calibration, calibrate Y; proceed to X to Y check

Final X to Y check: compare +X, -Y, -X, +Y
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Batteries

Laser Battery
The LT200 has a NiCad rechargeable battery that should be charged for 15 
hours before first use.  

Charging the Battery

1)  Remove the charging connector cover on the side of the laser. Insert the 
 charger plug and fully engage the threads.

2) Plug the charger into an electrical outlet (110 volts or 220 volts,  
 depending on charger and country).

3)  Charge for 15 hours. When the charger is plugged in, a red light will 
 illuminate on the charger.

The LT200 can be charged while working. If electricity is available on the job 
site, simply plug in the charger and keep on working.

For optimum life of the battery, it is recommended to charge the battery 
after fully discharged. To assure battery life, do not charge over 20 hours. 

ALTHOUGH THE LT200 IS WATERPROOF, DO NOT CHARGE IT 
WHILE IT IS IN WATER OR SUBMERGED. 

Cone Error Checking 

1) Set up the laser about 60 cm away from a wall (a) or pole and 30 m 
 from another wall (b) or pole. 

2) Turn the laser on. After it has self-levelled, mark the location of the 
 beam on the near wall (a). Always mark the center of the beam. If it’s  
 too bright to see the beam, use a detector.

3) Rotate the laser 180°. Mark the location of the beam on the far wall (b).

4) Now set up the laser about 60 cm away from the far wall (b). Mark the 
 beam (b’) near the first mark (b).

5) Rotate the laser 180°. Mark the location of the beam on the other wall  
 (a’), near the first mark (a).

6) Compare the two sets of marks on the walls. If the difference between 
 aa’-bb’ exceeds 4 mm, contact your local service center.
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Rotation

Rotation Speed 
The head rotates at 3 speeds: 0, 90 and  600  rpm.  

To switch from  0 to 90 and 600 rpm, press on key (2).
The laser beam is more visible at slower rotation speeds. The faster speed 
(600 rpm) is required for many machine control receiver applications.

Match Slope

The laser can be used to match manual slope on both X and Y axes. Two 
modes are available: complete manual mode and semi-automatic mode.

Manual Mode
Press the Auto/Man key. The X LED will blink, indicating you’re in manual 
mode and can match slope in the X axis. Press ∧ or ∨ on the keypad to 
match a positive or negative slope.

To switch to the Y axis, press the H.I. key. Both LEDs will blink, indicating 
you’re in manual mode and can match slope in the Y axis. Press ∧ or ∨ on 
the keypad to match a positive or negative slope.

Semi-automatic mode
After turning the laser on and allowing it to self-level, hold the Auto/Man 
key for a few seconds until the X LED is lit continually. The laser is in 
automatic self-leveling mode in Y axis, and manual mode in X axis. Press ∧ 
or ∨ on the keypad to match a positive or negative slope in X; the Y axis will 
stay level.

Press twice on the Auto/Man key to return to the automatic mode.

Caution: In manual mode, the beam rotates even if the laser is not leveled.
The H.I. Alert function is not available when the unit is in manual mode.

Care and Handling

CAUTION
Use of control or calibration procedures other than those specified here in may result 
in hazardous radiation exposure.

1) The LT200 is a precision instrument that must be handled with   
care. Avoid shock and vibrations. 

2) After use, it’s recommended that you wipe the laser dry and store in a dry  
 place. Do not store the laser in its case if the laser or the case are wet.

3) Do not store the laser at temperatures below -4°F (-20°C) or above   
 176°F (80°C); the electronic components could be damaged.

4) To maintain the precision of your laser, check and adjust it regularly.

5) Keep the glass lighthouse of the laser clean with a soft cloth and glass 
 cleaner.

Warranty

Your LT200 laser is guaranteed to be free of manufacturing defects for a 
period of one year. Any abnormal usage, or if the instrument has been
subjected to shock, will void this warranty. Under no circumstances will the 
liability of the manufacturer exceed the cost of repairing or replacing the
instrument. 

Disassembling the laser by other than qualified technicians will void the 
warranty. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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How To Use The LT200

Setup  

Horizontal
The laser can be used on a 5/8-11 tripod, on a wall mount, or directly on a 
solid, stable surface. 

The LT200 has a wide self-leveling range; however, if the laser is set up out 
of the leveling range, laser beam will continue to blink and rotation will not 
start.

Turning On the Laser

Turn on the laser with the On / Off key (3). It does a self-test and the beam 
blinks while the laser is self-leveling. After it’s levelled, the head rotates.

H.I. Alert 

H.I. (height of instrument) Alert stops the laser automatically if the laser is 
disturbed or moved, preventing inaccurate readings.

It will function only when selected. To activate this safeguard feature, press 
the H.I. Alert key (1).  The LED indicator (3) will blink rapidly while the 
laser is self-leveling                                                                 

About 30 seconds after the head starts to rotate, the LED will blink slowly, 
indicating the H.I. Alert is activated.

If the laser is disturbed while in H.I. Alert mode, the head will stop rotating, the 
beam will turn off, and the LED will stay on.

To start the laser rotating again, press On/Off twice.
Check to see if the beam elevation has changed from its original benchmark 
position. 

The laser is no longer in H.I. Alert mode. Press key (1) to return to H.I. Alert.

It is important to check while you're using the laser that it has not
been moved and that your setting is still accurate.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Thank you for buying the LT200! Although it is simple to use, we 
recommend that you read this manual before operating the laser.

Description

The LT200 is ideal for general construction, site preparation, and other 
leveling applications. It automatically self-levels in horizontal and can 
be used for manual grade as well.

Specifications

Recommended use  1,000 ft. (300 m) diameter
Accuracy  ± 1/8" @ 100 ft. (± 3 mm @ 30 m)
Self Leveling Range ± 8%
Rotation Speeds 0 - 90 - 600 rpm
Manual Grade     5° on both X & Y axis; also, semi-automatic mode with 
 X in manual, Y in automatic
Laser Battery  NiCad rechargeable 
Charging time 15 hours
Battery Life 40 hours
Dimensions 5” x 4 3/4” x 8 1/2”
 12.5 x 11.5 x 21.9 cm
Weight 7 lbs. (3.5 kg)
Environmental IP67
Laser Diode  635 nm, visible, <5mW
 IEC/CDRH: Class 3R

Caution/Certification Label
Class 3R Laser Product
Wave length 630-680 nm
Max. Output Power 5mW
Laser Light: Avoid direct eye exposure
Conforms to IEC 60825-1; 2001
Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 except for deviations
Pursuant to Laser Notice No. 50
Dated July 26, 2001

2

WARRANTY

The manufacturer warrants its measuring instruments against 
all manufacturing defects for a period of one year from date of 
purchase. If during the warranty period, the product is considered 
as defective by the manufacturer, the latter will decide whether 
to repair or exchange the product. The only obligation and sole 
recourse of the buyer will be limited to this repair or exchange. 
The manufacturer, the distributor, or the retailer will in no case be 
responsible for any incident or consequence, damage, etc. relative 
to the use of those instruments.

LIMITS AND EXCLUSIONS: The warranty will not apply to any 
damage resulting from negligence, accident, misuse, repair, or 
storage, or in case of abnormal use.
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LT 200 / LT 300
   RECOMMENDED TOOLING LIST

PART NUMBER NAME QUANTITY NET COST

* TORQUE WRENCH  2 - 30 IN/LBS 1 275.00

* FLAT & PHILIPS SCREWDRIVERS 1 0.00

* HEX WRENCHES (METRIC) 1 0.00

* TORX WRENCHES (6 TO 20) 1 0.00

* POWER METER 0 - 10 mW, 400 TO 1000 nm 1 0.00

* REGULATOR / DRY NITROGEN 1 0.00

9-20000 T1 PURGE ADAPTER with 3/16 TUBING 1 30.00

* DIGITAL VOLT/OHM METER 1 0.00

* AUTOLEVEL (24X MINIMUM) 1 0.00

SPECIAL ORDER OPTIONAL AGL ELECTRO-OPTICAL CAL RANGE 1 2,150.00

0.00

0.00

* DENOTES ITEMS THAT ARE LOCALLY PURCHASED 0.00

EXTENDED TOTAL AMOU 2,455.00

*   Denotes item used on more than one product line
** Denotes an item that must be purchased locally



All
Products

GAT220(H)V & A510
LT200/300

Instrument does
not turn on

Instrument levels
but does not rotate

All functions OK, but will
not calibrate

All functions OK, but
mW output low

Check all
connections

Check keypad

Check PC Board

Check all
connections

Check rotation
moror connection

Check PC Board

Check Module

Cone problem (all
readings too high

or too low

Potato chipping (x
and y axis

readings unequal)

Replace spin head
(H Model)

Diode requires
alignment

Check diode
connection

Replace Module

Check Module
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Demontage LT200 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dévisser les 4 vis de fixation de la cage(rouge) 
(tournevis TORX 20) puis démonter la cage  
 
Dévisser la vis de fixation de la poignée(vert) 
(clef 6 pans 3mm) et la démonter  
 
4 TORX screw removing with a 20 TORX male wrench 
(Red circle), then, disassemble the cage 
 
with a 3mm male wrench, remove the CHC screw  
(green circle), then disassemble the handle 

Dévisser les 4 vis de fixation du socle 
(clef 6 pans 5mm) 
 
4 CHC screw removing with a 2.5mm male 
wrench 
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Déconnecter les fils batterie (x2  vert) et les fils 
interface (x5  rouge) 
Battery wires (x2  green) and Master PCB wires  
(x5  red) disconnection  
 

Dévisser les 2 vis de fixation du couvercle de 
tête(clef 6 pans 2mm), puis l’enlever. 
 
2 CHC screw removing with a 2 male wrench. 
After that disassemble the head cover. 

Desserrer la vis de fixation de tête(clef 6 pans 1.5mm) 
puis retirer la tête de l’ensemble. 
 
with a 2mm male wrench, remove the CHC screw, 
then disassemble the head. 

Dévisser les 4 vis de fixation du cœur 
(clef 6 pans 2mm) puis enlever le cœur. 
 
with a 2mm male wrench, remove the 4 CHC screw, 
then disassemble the head. 
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Conseille au remontage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ne pas vriller le câble clavier 
 
Do not twist the key board cable 

Orientation du cœur dans l’housing 
 
Core position in the housing 
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Thank you for buying the LT300! Although it is very simple to use, we 
recommend that you read this manual before operating the laser.

Description

The LT300 is a visible laser that can be used for leveling, vertical alignment 
& squaring. It’s totally waterproof and also has scanning and constant 
squaring for interior jobs. Other advanced features include: totally automatic 
self-leveling in both horizontal and vertical modes; electronic calibration by 
the user; and optional remote control.

Specifications

Recommended Use  1,000 ft. (300 m) diameter
Accuracy  ± 1/8" @ 100 ft. (± 3 mm @ 30 m)
Self Leveling Range ± 8% 
Rotation Speeds 0, 90, 150, 300, 450, 600 rpm
Scanning Lengths From 2 to 35°
Manual Grade  5° on both X & Y axis; also, semi-automatic mode  
 with Y in manual, X in automatic
Laser Battery  NiCad rechargeable 
Charging Time 15 hours
Battery Life 40 hours
Dimensions 5” x 4 1/2” x 8 1/2”
 12.5 x 11.5 x 21.9 cm
Weight 7 3/4 lbs. (3.5 kg)
Environmental IP67
Laser Diode  635 nm, visible, <5mW
 IEC/CDRH: Class 3R

Caution/Certification Label
Class 3R Laser Product
Wave length 630-680 nm
Max. Output Power 5mW
Laser Light: Avoid direct eye exposure
Conforms to IEC 60825-1; 2001
Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 except for deviations
Pursuant to Laser Notice No. 50
Dated July 26, 2001

WARRANTY

The manufacturer warrants its measuring instruments against 
all manufacturing defects for a period of one year from date of 
purchase. If during the warranty period, the product is considered 
as defective by the manufacturer, the latter will decide whether 
to repair or exchange the product. The only obligation and sole 
recourse of the buyer will be limited to this repair or exchange. 
The manufacturer, the distributor, or the retailer will in no case be 
responsible for any incident or consequence, damage, etc. relative 
to the use of those instruments.

LIMITS AND EXCLUSIONS: The warranty will not apply to any 
damage resulting from negligence, accident, misuse, repair, or 
storage, or in case of abnormal use.
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Keypad Overview
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How To Use The LT300

Setup  

Horizontal
The laser can be used on a 5/8-11 tripod, on a wall mount, or directly on a 
solid, stable surface. 

Vertical
The laser can be placed directly on a solid, stable surface. 

Place the laser on the side with the two adjustable feet (6). Rough level the 
laser by using the feet to center the bubble in the vertical vial (4). 

The LT300 has a wide self-leveling range; however, if the laser is set up out 
of the leveling range, laser beam will continue to blink and rotation will not 
start.

Turning On the Laser

Turn on the laser with the On / Off key (5). It does a self-test and the beam 
blinks while the laser is self-leveling. After it’s leveled, the head rotates.

Automatic/Manual Mode  

The laser is in automatic self-leveling mode when turned on.

To put in manual mode, press (2) on the laser keypad.  The LED indicator (8) 
located near the Auto/Man key will blink to remind you that the laser is in 
manual mode. 

You cannot use H.I. Alert in Manual Mode.

CAUTION: In manual mode, the beam rotates even if the laser is not leveled.
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H.I. Alert 

H.I. (height of instrument) Alert stops the laser automatically if the laser is 
disturbed or moved, preventing inaccurate readings.

It will function only when selected. To activate this safeguard feature, press 
the H.I. key (1). The LED indicator (9) will blink rapidly while the laser is 
self-leveling.                                                                 

About 30 seconds after the head starts to rotate, the LED will blink slowly, 
indicating the H.I. alert is activated.

If the laser is disturbed while in H.I. Alert mode, the head will stop rotating, the 
beam will turn off, and the LED will stay on. 

To start the laser rotating again, press On/Off twice.

Check if the beam elevation has changed from its original benchmark 
position. 

The laser is no longer in H.I. Alert mode. Press key (1) to return to H.I. Alert.
 

Rotation 

Rotation Speed 
The head rotates at 6 speeds: 0, 90, 150, 300, 450, and 600 rpm. 300 rpm is 
the default setting. 

Using the keypad or remote, you can stop the rotation with the - key and 
move the beam point with the + or - keys.

To start the rotation again just press the + key for a few seconds. 
Press the + to increase the rotation or - to decrease the rotation speed.  

The laser beam is more visible at slower rotation speeds. The faster speed 
(600 rpm) is required for many machine control receiver applications.

It is important to check while you're using the laser that it has not
been moved and that your setting is still accurate.
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Scanning

Scanning mode allows you to see the beam easier at a distance.
To switch from rotation to scan, press the scanning key (3).

Use the + or - keys on the keypad to change scan lengths. 

Hold down the < or > arrows to move the scan left or right.

To stop scanning, press again on the scanning key (3).

Slope Match

The laser can be used to match manual slope on both X and Y axes. Two 
modes are available: complete manual mode and semi-automatic mode.

Manual Mode
Press the Auto/Man key (2). The LED beneath the key will blink, indicating 
you’re in manual mode and can match slope in the X axis. Press < or > on 
the keypad or remote to match a positive or negative slope.

To switch to the Y axis, press the H.I. key. Both LEDs will blink, indicating 
you’re in manual mode and can match slope in the Y axis. Press < or > on 
the keypad or remote to match a positive or negative slope.

Semi-Automatic Mode
After turning the laser on and allowing it to self-level, hold the Auto/Man 
key for a few seconds until the LED beneath it is lit continually. The laser is 
in automatic self-leveling mode in X axis, and manual mode in Y axis. Press 
< or > on the keypad or remote to match a positive or negative slope in Y; 
the X axis will stay level.

Press twice on the Auto/Man key to return to the automatic mode.

Adjusting Beam Left or Right

After placing the laser in vertical position (see Setup section), the plumb 
beam out the top of the head can be moved to the left or right, using the < 
or > keys. This is necessary to do squaring for installing walls and partitions.

Caution: In manual mode, the beam rotates even if the laser is not leveled. The 
H.I. Alert function is not available when the unit is in manual mode.
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Care and Handling

CAUTION
Use of control or calibration procedures other than those specified here in 
may result in hazardous radiation exposure.

1) The LT300 is a precision instrument that must be handled with   
 care. Avoid shock and vibrations. 

2) After use, it’s recommend that you wipe the laser dry and store in a dry  
 place. Do not store the laser in its case if the laser or the case are wet.

3) Do not store the laser at temperatures below -4°F (-20°C) or above
 176°F (80°C); the electronic components could be damaged.

4) To maintain the precision of your laser, check and adjust it regularly.

5) Keep the glass lighthouse of the laser clean with a soft cloth and glass  
 cleaner.

Warranty

Your LT300 laser is guaranteed to be free of manufacturing defects for a period 
of one year. Any abnormal usage, or if the instrument has been subjected to 
shock, will void this warranty. Under no circumstances will the liability of 
the manufacturer exceed the cost of repairing or replacing the instrument. 

Disassembling the laser by other than qualified technicians will void the 
warranty. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Batteries

Laser Battery
The LT300 has a NiCad rechargeable battery that should be charged for 15 
hours before first use.  

Charging the Battery

1) Remove the charging connector cover on the side of the laser. Insert the  
 charger plug and fully engage the threads.

2) Plug the charger into an electrical outlet (110 volts or 220 volts, 
 depending on charger and country).

3) Charge for 15 hours. When the charger is plugged in, a red light will 
 illuminate on the charger.

The LT300 can be charged while working. If electricity is available on the job 
site, simply plug in the charger and keep on working.

For optimum life of the battery, it is recommended to charge the battery 
after fully discharged. To assure battery life, do not charge over 20 hours. 

ALTHOUGH THE LT300 IS WATERPROOF, DO NOT CHARGE IT 
WHILE IT IS IN WATER OR SUBMERGED. 
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Checking and Adjusting the LT300 

 THIS CHAPTER IS VERY IMPORTANT: Here are a few simple
 instructions to check your laser for calibration. Remember that 
 the laser is a precision instrument and it is important that you
 keep it calibrated and in proper condition. The accuracy of your
 work is completely your responsibility and you should regularly   
 check your instrument, especially prior to important jobs.

How to Check and Calibrate

The laser has 3 axes: X and Y (horizontal) and Z (vertical).

Each axis must be checked for calibration.  If needed, the axis can be 
calibrated, carefully following the instructions.  You may also take the
laser to a service center for calibration.

Check and calibrate in this order:

Check both sides of X axis.
• If X is within spec, proceed to check both sides of Y.
• If X needs calibration, calibrate X.

Check both sides of Y axis.
• If Y is within spec, proceed to final X to Y check
• If Y needs calibration, calibrate Y; proceed to X to Y check

Final X to Y check: compare +X, -Y, -X, +Y

Check Z and calibrate if necessary

Cone Error Checking 

1) Set up the laser about 60 cm away from a wall (a) or pole and 30 m  
 from another wall (b) or pole. 

2) Turn the laser on. After it has self-leveled, mark the location of the   
 beam on the near wall (a). Always mark the center of the beam. If it’s  
 too bright to see the beam, use a detector.

3) Rotate the laser 180°. Mark the location of the beam on the far wall (b).

4) Now set up the laser about 60 cm away from the far wall. Mark the   
 beam (b’) near the first mark (b).

5) Rotate the laser 180°. Mark the location of the beam on the other wall  
 (a’), near the first mark (a).

6) Compare the two sets of marks on the walls. If the difference between
 aa’-bb’ exceeds 4 mm, contact your local service center.
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7) Move the scan up and down the entire length of the plumb line. If the  
 beam is slanted, and not vertical like the plumb line, the Z axis needs to 
 be calibrated. 

Calibrating Z Axis

The laser must be calibrated to bring the rotating Z beam parallel to the 
plumb line. 

1) Turn off the laser. Press and hold the Auto/Man key on the laser.

2) Hold AUTO/MAN key. While holding, momentarily press the ON key. 

 Look for:
 Y/Z LED flashes, then X LED flashes. Release Auto/Man key. 

 Y/Z LED will blink rapidly, indicating leveling. When the LED blinks  
 slowly, the laser is ready for Z axis calibration. 

3) Use the arrow keys to align scanning beam with string plumb line. 

4) Move the beam slightly so that the beam is over the plumb line for the  
 final check. 

5) Press the small dot key on the remote to save calibration. The beam  
 will go off. 

Calibration Overview

Calibration is electronic, using the optional detector/remote control or the 
small remote control (preferred method).

If you do not have a remote, the laser keypad may also be used. This method 
will take longer due to the laser making self-adjustments during movement. 
Be very careful not to jar or move the laser when pushing the laser keys, or 
your calibration will not be accurate.

Fast/Slow Blinking

When in calibration mode, the X or Y/Z LED on the laser keypad should 
blink slowly.

When the laser is self-leveling or making an adjustment, the LED will blink 
rapidly. Wait until the LED blinks slowly again before proceeding.

Moving the Beam to Calibrate

When pressing an arrow key to move the beam up or down to reach proper 
calibration, use short, rapid clicks. Do not hold the key down. After 
pressing the key, the LED will blink rapidly as the laser reacts. Wait 
until the LED returns to a slow blink to proceed.

Use the ∧ or ∨ keys on the remote (< or > on the laser keypad) to move 
beam up or down to the calibration target. If the +X axis is toward the wall 
with the marks, use the ∧ key (<) to raise beam, and the ∨ key (>) to lower 
beam. If the –X axis is toward the wall, it’s the opposite: use the ∨ key (>) to 
raise the beam and the ∧ key (<) to lower the beam.
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Be very careful not to jar or move the laser when pushing the laser keys, or 
your calibration will not be accurate.

Fast/Slow Blinking

When in calibration mode, the X or Y/Z LED on the laser keypad should 
blink slowly.

When the laser is self-leveling or making an adjustment, the LED will blink 
rapidly. Wait until the LED blinks slowly again before proceeding.

Moving the Beam to Calibrate

When pressing an arrow key to move the beam up or down to reach proper 
calibration, use short, rapid clicks. Do not hold the key down. After 
pressing the key, the LED will blink rapidly as the laser reacts. Wait 
until the LED returns to a slow blink to proceed.

Use the ∧ or ∨ keys on the remote (< or > on the laser keypad) to move 
beam up or down to the calibration target. If the +X axis is toward the wall 
with the marks, use the ∧ key (<) to raise beam, and the ∨ key (>) to lower 
beam. If the –X axis is toward the wall, it’s the opposite: use the ∨ key (>) to 
raise the beam and the ∧ key (<) to lower the beam.
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Checking & Calibrating X & Y Axes

1) Place the laser on a flat surface or tripod 30 m away from a wall. If too  
 bright to see the beam, use a detector with a pole or grade rod. Position  
 so that -X is facing the wall (this is the side of the laser with the On/Off 
 key). Use the sighting groove on top of the instrument for alignment.

2) Hold AUTO/MAN key. While holding, momentarily press the ON key. 

 Look for:
 Y/Z LED flashes, then X LED flashes. Release Auto/Man key. 

 X LED will blink rapidly, indicating leveling. When the LED blinks   
 slowly, the laser is ready to verify X axis calibration. 

3) To rotate laser beam: Press SCAN key on the remote (or press the
 rotation key on the laser keypad).

4) Check X calibration:
 a) With detector, mark center of the beam (-X).
 b) Rotate laser 180° so +X is facing wall or pole.
 c) With detector, mark center of the beam (+X).
 d) At 30 m, the two marks should be no more than 4 mm apart. 
  If the marks are close enough, X axis is within calibration; proceed  
  to Step 6.

5)  If not, the laser must be calibrated to bring the beam to the center of  
 the two X marks. Use the ∧ or ∨ keys on the remote (< or > on the 
 laser keypad) to move beam up or down to the calibration target. 

Note: With the arrow keys, make small inputs: one click, two clicks, three clicks, etc. 
Do NOT hold key down.

6) After calibrating X, check Y. Rotate laser 90° degrees so that -Y is facing  
 the wall (this is the side of the laser with the keypad). 

7) Select the Y axis by pressing the double arrow key (>>l) on the remote
 (or the HI key on the laser keypad). 

 Look for:
 Y/Z LED blinking rapidly, indicating leveling. When the LED blinks  
 slowly, the laser is ready to verify Y axis calibration. 

8) Check Y calibration:
 a) With detector, mark center of the beam (-Y).
 b) Rotate laser 180° so +Y is facing wall.
 c) With detector, mark the center of the beam (+Y).
 d) At 30 m, the two marks should be no more than 4 mm apart. 
  If the marks are close enough, Y axis is within calibration; proceed 
  to Step 10.

9) If not, the laser must be calibrated to bring the beam to the center of  
 the two Y marks. Use the ∧ or ∨ keys on the remote (< or > on the laser
 keypad) to move beam up or down to the calibration target.

10) Final X to Y check: compare X to Y axes to be sure that your adjusted
 calibration is within specification of ± 2 mm. Turn the laser 90° each  
 time; the marks for X, Y, X, Y should not be more than 4 mm apart.

11) Press the key on the remote with the small dot to save the calibration  
 (or press the Auto/Man key on the laser)

If you are not sure of the calibration and do not wish to save it, do not press the 
small dot, and turn the laser off with the On/Off key. 

Checking Z Axis

1)  Place the laser in vertical mode on a solid, stable surface about 6 m   
 away from a plumb line (plumb bob or heavy object hanging on a 
 string, at least 2.5 m high). You will be comparing the rotating beam to 
 the plumb line. If you need to calibrate, the beam will be easier to see 
 in a darkened room.

2) Rough level the laser using the adjustable feet to center the bubble in  
 the vertical vial.

3) Level the laser longitudinally with a bullet level.

4) Turn on the laser.

5) Use either scan or rotation mode. Using the scanning beam is easier, 
 but if you cannot see the beam, work in rotation mode with a detector. 

6) Move the scan to the wall over the plumb line, sliding the laser left or 
 right to line up the beam over the plumb line. If in rotation mode, use  
 the < or > arrows to move the beam.
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7) Move the scan up and down the entire length of the plumb line. If the  
 beam is slanted, and not vertical like the plumb line, the Z axis needs to 
 be calibrated. 

Calibrating Z Axis

The laser must be calibrated to bring the rotating Z beam parallel to the 
plumb line. 

1) Turn off the laser. Press and hold the Auto/Man key on the laser.

2) Hold AUTO/MAN key. While holding, momentarily press the ON key. 

 Look for:
 Y/Z LED flashes, then X LED flashes. Release Auto/Man key. 

 Y/Z LED will blink rapidly, indicating leveling. When the LED blinks  
 slowly, the laser is ready for Z axis calibration. 

3) Use the arrow keys to align scanning beam with string plumb line. 

4) Move the beam slightly so that the beam is over the plumb line for the  
 final check. 

5) Press the small dot key on the remote to save calibration. The beam  
 will go off. 

Calibration Overview

Calibration is electronic, using the optional detector/remote control or the 
small remote control (preferred method).

If you do not have a remote, the laser keypad may also be used. This method 
will take longer due to the laser making self-adjustments during movement. 
Be very careful not to jar or move the laser when pushing the laser keys, or 
your calibration will not be accurate.

Fast/Slow Blinking

When in calibration mode, the X or Y/Z LED on the laser keypad should 
blink slowly.

When the laser is self-leveling or making an adjustment, the LED will blink 
rapidly. Wait until the LED blinks slowly again before proceeding.

Moving the Beam to Calibrate

When pressing an arrow key to move the beam up or down to reach proper 
calibration, use short, rapid clicks. Do not hold the key down. After 
pressing the key, the LED will blink rapidly as the laser reacts. Wait 
until the LED returns to a slow blink to proceed.

Use the ∧ or ∨ keys on the remote (< or > on the laser keypad) to move 
beam up or down to the calibration target. If the +X axis is toward the wall 
with the marks, use the ∧ key (<) to raise beam, and the ∨ key (>) to lower 
beam. If the –X axis is toward the wall, it’s the opposite: use the ∨ key (>) to 
raise the beam and the ∧ key (<) to lower the beam.
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Checking and Adjusting the LT300 

 THIS CHAPTER IS VERY IMPORTANT: Here are a few simple
 instructions to check your laser for calibration. Remember that 
 the laser is a precision instrument and it is important that you
 keep it calibrated and in proper condition. The accuracy of your
 work is completely your responsibility and you should regularly   
 check your instrument, especially prior to important jobs.

How to Check and Calibrate

The laser has 3 axes: X and Y (horizontal) and Z (vertical).

Each axis must be checked for calibration.  If needed, the axis can be 
calibrated, carefully following the instructions.  You may also take the
laser to a service center for calibration.

Check and calibrate in this order:

Check both sides of X axis.
• If X is within spec, proceed to check both sides of Y.
• If X needs calibration, calibrate X.

Check both sides of Y axis.
• If Y is within spec, proceed to final X to Y check
• If Y needs calibration, calibrate Y; proceed to X to Y check

Final X to Y check: compare +X, -Y, -X, +Y

Check Z and calibrate if necessary

Cone Error Checking 

1) Set up the laser about 60 cm away from a wall (a) or pole and 30 m  
 from another wall (b) or pole. 

2) Turn the laser on. After it has self-leveled, mark the location of the   
 beam on the near wall (a). Always mark the center of the beam. If it’s  
 too bright to see the beam, use a detector.

3) Rotate the laser 180°. Mark the location of the beam on the far wall (b).

4) Now set up the laser about 60 cm away from the far wall. Mark the   
 beam (b’) near the first mark (b).

5) Rotate the laser 180°. Mark the location of the beam on the other wall  
 (a’), near the first mark (a).

6) Compare the two sets of marks on the walls. If the difference between
 aa’-bb’ exceeds 4 mm, contact your local service center.
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Care and Handling

CAUTION
Use of control or calibration procedures other than those specified here in 
may result in hazardous radiation exposure.

1) The LT300 is a precision instrument that must be handled with   
 care. Avoid shock and vibrations. 

2) After use, it’s recommend that you wipe the laser dry and store in a dry  
 place. Do not store the laser in its case if the laser or the case are wet.

3) Do not store the laser at temperatures below -4°F (-20°C) or above
 176°F (80°C); the electronic components could be damaged.

4) To maintain the precision of your laser, check and adjust it regularly.

5) Keep the glass lighthouse of the laser clean with a soft cloth and glass  
 cleaner.

Warranty

Your LT300 laser is guaranteed to be free of manufacturing defects for a period 
of one year. Any abnormal usage, or if the instrument has been subjected to 
shock, will void this warranty. Under no circumstances will the liability of 
the manufacturer exceed the cost of repairing or replacing the instrument. 

Disassembling the laser by other than qualified technicians will void the 
warranty. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Batteries

Laser Battery
The LT300 has a NiCad rechargeable battery that should be charged for 15 
hours before first use.  

Charging the Battery

1) Remove the charging connector cover on the side of the laser. Insert the  
 charger plug and fully engage the threads.

2) Plug the charger into an electrical outlet (110 volts or 220 volts, 
 depending on charger and country).

3) Charge for 15 hours. When the charger is plugged in, a red light will 
 illuminate on the charger.

The LT300 can be charged while working. If electricity is available on the job 
site, simply plug in the charger and keep on working.

For optimum life of the battery, it is recommended to charge the battery 
after fully discharged. To assure battery life, do not charge over 20 hours. 

ALTHOUGH THE LT300 IS WATERPROOF, DO NOT CHARGE IT 
WHILE IT IS IN WATER OR SUBMERGED. 
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Scanning

Scanning mode allows you to see the beam easier at a distance.
To switch from rotation to scan, press the scanning key (3).

Use the + or - keys on the keypad to change scan lengths. 

Hold down the < or > arrows to move the scan left or right.

To stop scanning, press again on the scanning key (3).

Slope Match

The laser can be used to match manual slope on both X and Y axes. Two 
modes are available: complete manual mode and semi-automatic mode.

Manual Mode
Press the Auto/Man key (2). The LED beneath the key will blink, indicating 
you’re in manual mode and can match slope in the X axis. Press < or > on 
the keypad or remote to match a positive or negative slope.

To switch to the Y axis, press the H.I. key. Both LEDs will blink, indicating 
you’re in manual mode and can match slope in the Y axis. Press < or > on 
the keypad or remote to match a positive or negative slope.

Semi-Automatic Mode
After turning the laser on and allowing it to self-level, hold the Auto/Man 
key for a few seconds until the LED beneath it is lit continually. The laser is 
in automatic self-leveling mode in X axis, and manual mode in Y axis. Press 
< or > on the keypad or remote to match a positive or negative slope in Y; 
the X axis will stay level.

Press twice on the Auto/Man key to return to the automatic mode.

Adjusting Beam Left or Right

After placing the laser in vertical position (see Setup section), the plumb 
beam out the top of the head can be moved to the left or right, using the < 
or > keys. This is necessary to do squaring for installing walls and partitions.

Caution: In manual mode, the beam rotates even if the laser is not leveled. The 
H.I. Alert function is not available when the unit is in manual mode.
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Scanning

Scanning mode allows you to see the beam easier at a distance.
To switch from rotation to scan, press the scanning key (3).

Use the + or - keys on the keypad to change scan lengths. 

Hold down the < or > arrows to move the scan left or right.

To stop scanning, press again on the scanning key (3).

Slope Match

The laser can be used to match manual slope on both X and Y axes. Two 
modes are available: complete manual mode and semi-automatic mode.

Manual Mode
Press the Auto/Man key (2). The LED beneath the key will blink, indicating 
you’re in manual mode and can match slope in the X axis. Press < or > on 
the keypad or remote to match a positive or negative slope.

To switch to the Y axis, press the H.I. key. Both LEDs will blink, indicating 
you’re in manual mode and can match slope in the Y axis. Press < or > on 
the keypad or remote to match a positive or negative slope.

Semi-Automatic Mode
After turning the laser on and allowing it to self-level, hold the Auto/Man 
key for a few seconds until the LED beneath it is lit continually. The laser is 
in automatic self-leveling mode in X axis, and manual mode in Y axis. Press 
< or > on the keypad or remote to match a positive or negative slope in Y; 
the X axis will stay level.

Press twice on the Auto/Man key to return to the automatic mode.

Adjusting Beam Left or Right

After placing the laser in vertical position (see Setup section), the plumb 
beam out the top of the head can be moved to the left or right, using the < 
or > keys. This is necessary to do squaring for installing walls and partitions.

Caution: In manual mode, the beam rotates even if the laser is not leveled. The 
H.I. Alert function is not available when the unit is in manual mode.
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H.I. Alert 

H.I. (height of instrument) Alert stops the laser automatically if the laser is 
disturbed or moved, preventing inaccurate readings.

It will function only when selected. To activate this safeguard feature, press 
the H.I. key (1). The LED indicator (9) will blink rapidly while the laser is 
self-leveling.                                                                 

About 30 seconds after the head starts to rotate, the LED will blink slowly, 
indicating the H.I. alert is activated.

If the laser is disturbed while in H.I. Alert mode, the head will stop rotating, the 
beam will turn off, and the LED will stay on. 

To start the laser rotating again, press On/Off twice.

Check if the beam elevation has changed from its original benchmark 
position. 

The laser is no longer in H.I. Alert mode. Press key (1) to return to H.I. Alert.
 

Rotation 

Rotation Speed 
The head rotates at 6 speeds: 0, 90, 150, 300, 450, and 600 rpm. 300 rpm is 
the default setting. 

Using the keypad or remote, you can stop the rotation with the - key and 
move the beam point with the + or - keys.

To start the rotation again just press the + key for a few seconds. 
Press the + to increase the rotation or - to decrease the rotation speed.  

The laser beam is more visible at slower rotation speeds. The faster speed 
(600 rpm) is required for many machine control receiver applications.

It is important to check while you're using the laser that it has not
been moved and that your setting is still accurate.
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How To Use The LT300

Setup  

Horizontal
The laser can be used on a 5/8-11 tripod, on a wall mount, or directly on a 
solid, stable surface. 

Vertical
The laser can be placed directly on a solid, stable surface. 

Place the laser on the side with the two adjustable feet (6). Rough level the 
laser by using the feet to center the bubble in the vertical vial (4). 

The LT300 has a wide self-leveling range; however, if the laser is set up out 
of the leveling range, laser beam will continue to blink and rotation will not 
start.

Turning On the Laser

Turn on the laser with the On / Off key (5). It does a self-test and the beam 
blinks while the laser is self-leveling. After it’s leveled, the head rotates.

Automatic/Manual Mode  

The laser is in automatic self-leveling mode when turned on.

To put in manual mode, press (2) on the laser keypad.  The LED indicator (8) 
located near the Auto/Man key will blink to remind you that the laser is in 
manual mode. 

You cannot use H.I. Alert in Manual Mode.

CAUTION: In manual mode, the beam rotates even if the laser is not leveled.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Thank you for buying the LT300! Although it is very simple to use, we 
recommend that you read this manual before operating the laser.

Description

The LT300 is a visible laser that can be used for leveling, vertical alignment 
& squaring. It’s totally waterproof and also has scanning and constant 
squaring for interior jobs. Other advanced features include: totally automatic 
self-leveling in both horizontal and vertical modes; electronic calibration by 
the user; and optional remote control.

Specifications

Recommended Use  1,000 ft. (300 m) diameter
Accuracy  ± 1/8" @ 100 ft. (± 3 mm @ 30 m)
Self Leveling Range ± 8% 
Rotation Speeds 0, 90, 150, 300, 450, 600 rpm
Scanning Lengths From 2 to 35°
Manual Grade  5° on both X & Y axis; also, semi-automatic mode  
 with Y in manual, X in automatic
Laser Battery  NiCad rechargeable 
Charging Time 15 hours
Battery Life 40 hours
Dimensions 5” x 4 1/2” x 8 1/2”
 12.5 x 11.5 x 21.9 cm
Weight 7 3/4 lbs. (3.5 kg)
Environmental IP67
Laser Diode  635 nm, visible, <5mW
 IEC/CDRH: Class 3R

Caution/Certification Label
Class 3R Laser Product
Wave length 630-680 nm
Max. Output Power 5mW
Laser Light: Avoid direct eye exposure
Conforms to IEC 60825-1; 2001
Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and 1040.11 except for deviations
Pursuant to Laser Notice No. 50
Dated July 26, 2001

WARRANTY

The manufacturer warrants its measuring instruments against 
all manufacturing defects for a period of one year from date of 
purchase. If during the warranty period, the product is considered 
as defective by the manufacturer, the latter will decide whether 
to repair or exchange the product. The only obligation and sole 
recourse of the buyer will be limited to this repair or exchange. 
The manufacturer, the distributor, or the retailer will in no case be 
responsible for any incident or consequence, damage, etc. relative 
to the use of those instruments.

LIMITS AND EXCLUSIONS: The warranty will not apply to any 
damage resulting from negligence, accident, misuse, repair, or 
storage, or in case of abnormal use.



Division of AGL Corporation
2202 Redmond Rd., Jacksonville, AR 72076

Toll Free: 800.643.9696
Phone: 501.982.4433 . Fax: 501.982.0880  

sales@agl-lasers.com
www.agatec.com

 
Part of a global group with design and manufacturing facilities

on three continents, and sales and service worldwide.
 

AM1032 Printed in USA 3/2007

LT300 Laser Level
Owner's Manual
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Demontage LT300 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dévisser les 4 vis de fixation de la cage(rouge) 
(tournevis TORX 20) puis démonter la cage  
 
Dévisser la vis de fixation de la poignée(vert) 
(clef 6 pans 3mm) et la démonter  
 
4 TORX screw removing with a 20 TORX male wrench 
(Red circle), then, disassemble the cage 
 
with a 3mm male wrench, remove the CHC screw  
(green circle), then disassemble the handle 

Dévisser les 4 vis de fixation du socle 
(clef 6 pans 5mm) 
 
4 CHC screw removing with a 2.5mm male 
wrench 
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Déconnecter les fils batterie (x2  vert) et les fils 
interface (x5  rouge) 
Battery wires (x2  green) and Master PCB wires  
(x5  red) disconnection  
 

Dévisser les 2 vis de fixation du couvercle de 
tête(clef 6 pans 2mm), puis l’enlever. 
 
2 CHC screw removing with a 2 male wrench. 
After that disassemble the head cover. 

Desserrer la vis de fixation de tête(clef 6 pans 1.5mm) 
puis retirer la tête de l’ensemble. 
 
with a 2mm male wrench, remove the CHC screw, 
then disassemble the head. 

Dévisser les 4 vis de fixation du cœur 
(clef 6 pans 2mm) puis enlever le cœur. 
 
with a 2mm male wrench, remove the 4 CHC screw, 
then disassemble the head. 
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Conseille au remontage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ne pas vriller le câble clavier 
 
Do not twist the key board cable 

Orientation du cœur dans l’housing 
 
Core position in the housing 



Calibration overview 
 
Calibration is electronic, using the TL25 remote control or MR80S detector. The keypad of the laser 
may also be used, but it will take longer due to the laser making self-adjustments during movement. 
 
LED indicators for calibration mode 
X axis: LED under Auto/Man key blinks slowly  
Y or Z axis: LED under HI alert key blinks slowly  
Head position adjustment: both LEDs blink rapidly (not available in Z axis) 
 

Press the + key on laser or  l key on remote or detector to move between the 3 modes:   
from X axis to Y axis to head adjustment, and back again. (Not available in Z) 
 
Fast/slow blinking 
The LED should blink slowly when in calibration mode.  
 

When the laser is self-leveling or making an adjustment, the LED will blink rapidly. Wait until the 
LED blinks slowly again before proceeding. 
 
Adjusting the head position for X or Y axis 
Use this mode (both LEDs blinking) to swing the beam point to the position desired. If you are 
calibrating X axis, the beam must be moved to approximately line up with the X axis.  
To make unit rotate, press the scan button while in calibration mode 
 
Moving the beam to calibrate 
When pressing an arrow key to move the beam for calibration, use short, rapid clicks; do not hold the 
key down just once. After pressing the key, the LED will blink rapidly as the laser reacts. Wait until 
the LED returns to a slow blink to proceed. 
 

  
 

                                              
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

-  key or • key 
saves calibration 

                   Arrow  keys 
move beam up or down  
for calibrating & left or right  
when positioning the head 

 l key: change 
from X to Y axis to 
head adjustment 

Laser keypad Remote control 

Y LED            X LED 

When 
calibrating, 
follow the 
second smaller 
symbols on the 
remote and 
detector keys: 
 l , • , ∧ , ∨  

• key 
saves  
calibration 

MR80S Detector/Remote 

Press scan to make unit 
rotate while in calibration 



Nitrogen Purge for A710, LT200, LT300 
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Complete Head, Cover & Cage

18.091Head Cover2300-0039-103

0.75By 10O-ring2480-0009-104

2.55By 10Screw, Torx M4x82400-0034-105

0.72By 10Screw, FHC M3x10, 
Black

2400-0057-106

49.381Spin Head LT200/2105330-0040-012

269.101Cage Sub-Assembly, 
LT200

5330-0025-011

U. S. LIST $QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1

2

3

5

4

6
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Upper Housing & Handle

1

15.841Handle with overmold, Black2310-0117-011

125.671Upper Housing w/ Gaskets and Columns5330-0018-012*

2.34By 10Screw, CHC, M4x82400-0035-103

3.96By 10Screw CHC M5 x16 2400-0040-104

0.66By 10O-ring, 5x1mm2480-0010-105

U. S. 
LIST $

QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

2

43 5

* Code 2 include upper and lower gaskets  & 4 columns
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Complete module

309.691Core Assy LT200 Universal Programmed5880-0011-031

309.691Core Assy LT200 Programmed5880-0011-031

U. S. 
LIST $

QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1
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Housing, stickers & keypad

1.05By 10« DANGER » sticker only2380-0002-104

1.80By 10«AGL» sticker only2380-0040-102

6.00By 10« LT200 » sticker only2380-0037-103

22.231Mid Housing, LT200, AGL5330-1028-021*

77.19By 10Keypad LT200 only2320-0014-105

U. S. 
LIST $

QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1

3

4
2

Code 1* include Code 2, 3, 4 & 5

5
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Module parts

15.271Leveling Motor Assy5880-0004-015

0.90By 10Tension spring2465-0001-104

0.69By 10Small Tension Spring2465-0002-103

2.01By 10Half ball cage2310-0002-012

2.67By 10Limit switch arm Short2310-0004-011

U. S. 
LIST $

QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1

2

5

4
3
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Batteries sub-assy & PCBoard

72.001Rechargeable Battery Pack, D-size, cable 
50mm with Molex connector 22-01-
2025/6471, UL1061, AWG24

2730-0025-104

127.261Interface PCBA, LT w/ PIC16F6485530-0018-033

2.461Cable, 5 ways, L130mm with Molex 
Housing 51004-0500, UL1007

2680-0017-102

1.111Cable, 2 ways, L160mm with Molex 
Housing 22-01-2025/6471 & 51004-
0200, UL1061, AWG24

2680-0016-101

U. S. LIST $QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1

2

4

3
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Base properties

2.851Vial Cover Subassembly5330-0029-018

39.511Charge connector sub-assy5330-0039-019

3.15By 10Screw, CHC, M5x8 S.S.2400-0038-017

36.721Switch ON/OFF sub-assy5330-0038-015

0.66By 10O-ring, 5x1mm2480-0010-016

1.32By 10« YELLOW » sticker only2380-0007-024

5.311Adjustment Knob w/ Insert2310-1121-013

2.701Charging connector cap sub-assy5330-0024-0110

1.651Adjustable leg2300-0011-012

156.541Bottom Housing Sub-Assembly5330-9021-011*

U. S. 
LIST $

QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1

2

4 5

3

6

8

7

10

9

Code 1* include profile gasket & code#8
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2

Complete Head, Cover & Cage

18.091Head Cover2300-0039-103

0.75By 10O-ring2480-0009-104

2.55By 10Screw, Torx M4x82400-0034-105

0.72By 10Screw, FHC M3x10, 
Black

2400-0057-106

60.211Spin Head LT3005330-0041-012

306.301Cage Sub-Assembly, 
LT300

5330-0014-011

U. S. LIST $QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1
2

3

5

4

6
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Upper Housing & Handle

1

15.841Handle with overmold, Black2310-0117-011

125.671Upper Housing w/ Gaskets and Columns5330-0018-012*

2.34By 10Screw, CHC, M4x82400-0035-103

3.96By 10Screw CHC M5 x16 2400-0040-104

0.66By 10O-ring, 5x1mm2480-0010-105

U. S. 
LIST $

QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

2

43 5

* Code 2 include upper and lower gaskets  & 4 columns
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Complete module

386.851Core Assy LT300 Universal Programmed5880-0010-031

386.851Core Assy LT300 Programmed5880-0010-031

U. S. 
LIST $

QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1



5

Housing, stickers & keypad

1.05By 10« DANGER » sticker only2380-0002-104

1.80By 10«AGL» sticker only2380-0040-102

6.00By 10« LT300 » sticker only2380-0039-103

23.731Mid Housing, LT300, AGL5330-1020-011*

92.19By 10Keypad LT300 only2320-0016-105

U. S. 
LIST $

QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1

3

4 2

Code 1* include Code 2, 3, 4 & 5

5



6

Module parts

15.271Leveling Motor Assy5880-0004-015

0.90By 10Tension spring2465-0001-104

0.69By 10Small Tension Spring2465-0002-103

2.01By 10Half ball cage2310-0002-012

2.67By 10Limit switch arm Short2310-0004-011

U. S. 
LIST $

QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1

2

5

4
3
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Batteries sub-assy & PCBoard

72.001Rechargeable Battery Pack, D-size, cable 
50mm with Molex connector 22-01-
2025/6471, UL1061, AWG24

2730-0025-104

127.061Interface PCBA, LT w/ PIC16F6485530-0018-033

2.461Cable, 5 ways, L130mm with Molex 
Housing 51004-0500, UL1007

2680-0017-102

1.111Cable, 2 ways, L160mm with Molex 
Housing 22-01-2025/6471 & 51004-
0200, UL1061, AWG24

2680-0016-101

U. S. LIST $QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1

2

4

3
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Base properties

3.871Bubble Vial Assembly5330-0023-018

39.511Charge connector sub-assy5330-0039-019

3.15By 10Screw, CHC, M5x8 S.S.2400-0038-017

36.721Switch ON/OFF sub-assy5330-0038-015

0.66By 10O-ring, 5x1mm2480-0010-016

1.32By 10« YELLOW » sticker only2380-0007-024

5.311Adjustment Knob w/ Insert2310-1121-013

2.701Charging connector cap sub-assy5330-0024-0110

1.651Adjustable leg2300-0011-012

157.561Bottom Housing Sub-Assembly, LT3005330-9022-011*

U. S. 
LIST $

QtyDesignationODA referenceCode

1

2

4 5

3

6

8

7

10

9

Code 1* include profile gasket & code#8



ACCESSORIES 

Laser detectors 

Detectors are recommended when it is difficult to see the laser beam (outdoor,
bright light,…)

MR50 Detector 

• Overview of the detector

• Keypad Overview 

15

Choice of 
accuracy 

Choice of
sound level

On/Off 
Switch

1. LCD Screen 
(one front + one back)

2. Detection 
window

3. Battery cap 
4. Clamp

5. Fast release clamp
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• Using the MR50 detector

1. Press the On/Off button to turn on the detector 
2. Press on the middle button to select the detection mode of the detector. 

The coarse mode is the default mode when the MR50 is turned on. 
A symbol will appear on the right part of the LCD display to inform you 
that the MR50 is on coarse mode and a symbol will appear on the left part 
of the LCD display to inform you that the MR50 is on fine mode.

3. Press on the right side button in order to select the sound level.
Three tones are available. 

4. Turn the capture window towards the laser beam and move the detector up
or down according to the information given on the LCD display. An arrow 
facing down will inform you that you have to move the detector down. 
An arrow facing up will inform you that you have to move the detector up. 
When an horizontal line appears on the display, the detector is at the same 
level that the laser beam. 

• Changing the battery

To install a new 9 Volts battery, open the battery cap (3) located on the back 
of the detector. 
First raise the left part of the cover then the right side.
Respect the polarity indications noted inside the battery compartment.

• MR50 Specifications :

MR50 operating distance 150 meters

Capture window 5 cm

Sound 3 tones 

Power 9 volts alkaline battery

Dimensions 14 x 6 x 2,5 cm

Accuracy at 30meters Fine  :0,2mm - 2mm 
Coarse : 1mm - 6mm 

LT 300   6/07/05  10:12  Page 16
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MR80S Detector / Remote control :

The MR80S can be used as a remote control as well as a laser detector. 

Key Detector mode Remote mode Scanning mode

1 On/Off Change to remote mode

2 Coarse / Fine Move square shot to the left Aim scanning left

(vertical mode)

3 Sound on/off Move square shot to the right Aim scanning right

(vertical mode) 

4 LCD Display 

5 Battery location

6 Slots for brackets 

7 Capture window

8 Magnet 

9 Bubble vial 

10 Decrease speed / dot left Decrease scanning angle

11 Increase speed / dot right   Increase scanning angle

12 Switch to scanning mode Switch to rotation mode

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

7

10 11

12

8

9

LT 300   6/07/05  10:12  Page 17



• Using the MR80S in detector mode

1. Press the On/Off button to turn the detector on. 
2. Press on the middle button (2) to select the detection mode (fine or 

coarse). A symbol appears either on the right or left side of the LCD 
display in order to inform you of the selected mode. 

3. Press the sound button to select the level of sound (mute, normal, high). 
Default mode is mute, indicated with no symbol. The sound symbol will 
blink when you select normal loudness and be constant in high mode

4. Turn the capture window towards the laser beam and move the detector 
up or down according to the information displayed on the LCD screen.  
A down arrow indicates that you have to go down in order to find the level
position. An arrow facing up indicates that the detector should be raised. 
When an horizontal line appears on the display, the detector is at the same
level as the laser beam. 

5. Use the two marks on the side of the MR80S to draw your level. 
6. You can also view the same information on the LCD on the back 

of the detector. 
7. Press the on/off key to turn the detector off. Automatic swtich off will 

occur after 5 minutes if not used. 
8. The detector has a magnetic attachment for use on ceiling grids or 

partition rails. To use the detector with a rod, slide the rod bracket into 
the slots. 

9. Keep the capture window clean, using a soft cloth and glass cleaner. 

• Using the MR80S in remote control mode

The MR80S stops, starts or changes direction of the laser rotation and moves
the square shot to the left and right. It also controls scanning and calibration. 
To use the MR80S as a remote control, press any key (except on the on/off key).
If in detection mode, press on/off to change to the remote control functions. 

• To change the battery of MR80S

To install a new 9V battery, open the battery compartment on the back of the
detector. First raise the left side of the cover,then the right side and lift out.
Respect the polarity indications noted inside the battery compartment.

18
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• MR80S Specifications :

Remote control

The remote control stops, starts or change the directions of laser rotations and
moves the square shot left or right. It also controls scanning and calibration.

To open the battery compartment and change the battery, push the battery cap
in the direction of the arrow. 

Remote control overview 

It is also possible to use the remote control for calibration purpose. 
Follow instructions as indicated in part 3 of this manual. 

Operating distance in detector mode 180 meters 
Operating distance in remote mode 30 meters inside
Sound 3 sound levels – Mute, normal and high
Displays LCD (front and rear)
Power Alkaline battery 9 V.
Battery life 50 hours
Dimensions 15 x 8 x 3 cm
Weight 300 gr. 
Accuracy at 30meters Fine : 0,2mm - 2mm

Coarse : 1 - 6 mm

Key Automatic Manual  Calibration
1 Decrease rotation speed/scanning Save data

Move non-rotating point left
2 Increase rotation speed/scanning Change selected axis

Move non-rotating point right 
3 Scanning on/off Scanning on/off Start/Stop rotation
4 Move to the left of the scanning Set a positive slope Move up the dot  
5 Move to the left of the scanning Set a negative slope Move down the dot 

2

1 

3 

4 

5
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Tripods 

The LT300 laser can be mounted on a 5/8-11 flat head tripod. You can also use
a tripod with an elevating column to adjust the height of the laser. 

Other  accessories

• Laser-enhancing glasses improve the visibility of the laser beam in 
bright light conditions. 

• Red magnetic target improves the visibility of the laser beam in bright 
conditions. Quickly attaches to any metallic surface. 

20

WARRANTY

The manufacturer warrants its measuring instruments
against all manufacturing defects for a period of one year
from date of purchase. If during the warranty period, the
product is considered as defective by the manufacturer, the
latter will decide whether to repair or exchange the product.
The only obligation and sole recourse of the buyer will be
limited to this repair or exchange. The manufacturer, the dis-
tributor, or the retailer will in no case be responsible for any
incident or consequence, damage, etc. relative to the use of
those instruments.

LIMITS AND EXCLUSIONS: The warranty will not apply to
any damage resulting from negligence, accident, misuse,
repair, or storage, or in case of abnormal use.
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FLAT RATE SCHEDULE
July 1, 2005

The hourly labor rate charged by the Factory Service Center in Jacksonville,
Arkansas, is $70.00 per hour.  The other service centers may vary slightly.
This rate, multiplied by the number of allowed hours from the Flat Rate
Schedule, will be the total of the labor charges on most repair invoices.
Every AGL invoice will show the total individual charges for parts, labor and
shipping.

The use of the flat rate standard will enable us to be more consistent with
estimates and the actual invoiced amount.  Each repair will vary somewhat.
We will utilize the job description that best describes the work to be
performed.

An estimate of repair charges is frequently requested and, though this will
delay the actual repair turn time, we will provide that service.  This does,
however, require the expenditure of time and, in many cases, the installation
of new parts to determine the cause of the malfunction.  After preparing the
estimate of charges and the customer elects to deny the repair, any parts
used will be removed from the unit and an estimate fee of $100.00 will be
charged.

We request that the reparable instrument be sent to us in the proper case
with all accessories.  This will allow us to troubleshoot, repair, clean and
calibrate the complete system.

If you have any questions regarding the labor policies, please call AGL
Corp, Service Department, at 1-800-643-9696 extension 266 or 267, or e-mail
Bill.Ballard@agl-lasers.com.

AGL CORPORATION

Bill Ballard
Customer Service Manager



Job No. Description Required
Hours

LT 200 / LT 300
FLAT RATE SCHEDULE June 1, 2005

JA01 Clean and Calibrate and leak test (non-warranty). 1.0

JA02 Repair and/or replace any external parts; repair or replace internally connected
parts such as keypad, top plate, or rotating head.  Clean and calibrate and leak test

1.5

JA03 Repair and/or replace internal parts such as PCB, Module or housing.  Clean and
calibrate and leak test.

2.0

JA04 Repair and/or replace any accessory or battery .  Hand-held detectors and remote
transmitters are non-repairable items.

0.5
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